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P. Cornelius Tacitus, erklart von KAKL NIPPER-
DEY. Erster Band, ab excessu Divi Augusti i.-vi.
Neunte verbesserte Auflage, besorgt von GEORG
ANDRESEN. Berlin, 1892. 3 Mks.

SIMULTANEOUSLY with the appearance of the fifth
edition of Vol. ii. (see Class. Rev. vi. 461) we have
to welcome the ninth of Vol. i. It is of course
superfluous to speak generally of the excellence of a
work which is probably better known and more
highly appreciated than any other edition of any
part of Tacitus. The text of this edition differs from
that of its predecessor in twenty-two places, in most
of which the Medicean reading has either been more
accurately ascertained, or has been replaced where it
had formerly been set aside. Perhaps the most
important of these changes is that Dr. Andresen no
longer thinks it necessary to read the name of the
Ampsivarii for that of the Angrivarii in 2, 8 ; 22 ;
24. Also in the three places in which the name of
lulus Antonius is mentioned (1, 10; 3, 18 ; 4, 44)
he now reads it as ' Iullus,' a form found in MSS. of
Dio and in inscriptions (O.I.L. vi. 12010), and from
which it is easy to explain the corrupt form ' Iulius'
in the first Medicean MS. The commentary occupies
a few pages more than that of the last edition, and
has undergone considerable revision in many places,
especially, as the editor notes in his Preface, in the
portions relating to the campaigns of Germanicus.
On these he considers the chief new light to have
been thrown by Knoke's work (see Class. Rev. i. 277),
but accepts his conclusions with due caution. On
the locality of the defeat of Varus (1, 61), the ques-
tion is left open between his view and Mommsen's,
while as to the site of Idistaviso (2, 16), and that of
the subsequent battle (2, 19), his opinion is accepted
more unreservedly. Many new inscriptions and
other details of information will be found in places
too numerous here to mention. H.FURNEAUX.

C. J . C£sar. Guerre des Gaules, traduction
nouvelle avec notes et un index geographique, par
J B Paris: Thorin, 1892JUSTIN BELLANGER.
437 pp.

p
1892.

IT is rash for an Englishman to criticize a translation
in a foreign language, but, so far as the present writer
can judge, M. Bellanger seems to have succeeded in
the object he sets forth in his preface, that of pro-
viding a French ' Caesar,' which should be readable
with pleasure by ordinary Frenchmen. There is, no
doubt, a demand for such a book in France. The
French are keenly alive to the history and antiquities
of their country. Their archaeological societies are
numerous, not perhaps so over numerous as our own
in England, but adequate, vigorous, and appreciative.
The conquest of Gaul by Caesar is an old object of
study with them ; it has attracted their attention
under the Empire and under the Republic. Accord-
ingly a literary translation, if correct (as that before
me seems to be), should have a wide success. In
England, of course, the book has less place, but it is
worth a brief note here, in case there be any who
care to hear of it.

F. HAVERFIELD.

J . C£sar. Commentaires sur la Guerre des
Gaules, par E. BENOIST et M. S. DOSSON. Paris :
Hachette, 1893. pp. xvi. + 764.

THIS edition, with footnotes, maps, indices, and all
other due apparatus, is apparently intended for what
we should call school use. It was commenced twenty
years ago by M. Benoist on a larger scale, and, since
his death, his material has been adopted by M. Dosson.
It appears to be a thoroughly sound and scholarly
piece of work.

F. HAVEKFIELD.

ARCHAEOLOGY.
PRIMITIVE HERA-WORSHIP ILLUS-
TRATED FROM THE EXCAVATIONS

AT ARGOS.

(Continued from No. 10, Bee. 1892, p. 474.)

W E reserved for this second notice tbe
mythological evidence arising from Dr.
Waldstein's discoveries and more especially
from the primitive votive terra-cottas figured
in pi. viii. 'As to the purpose which these
terracotta images served, there can hardly
be a doubt,' says Dr. Waldstein, ' that they
were votive offerings to the goddess as Hera
Teleia, presiding over marriage, married life
anil child-birth. Hera is above all things the
goddess of marriage.'

At first sight this seems plain and simple
enough. Hera the bride, Zeus the husband,
the centre of her cultus the canonical Upos
yoyxos. But note a strange thing: the

temple is called the Heraion, within it is the
statue of the goddess, about it the statues
of her priestesses—where is Zeus ? To put
it shortly — nowhere, unless we take
account of the cuckoo sitting on the sceptre.
Nowhere until comparatively late days are
Zeus and Hera 6/jLofi<i>nwi. At Olympia they
have separate temples (that of Hera long
preceding in date that of Zeus) and separate
festivals. At Crete we hear nothing of
Hera, at Samos nothing of Zeus. Their
names are nothing akin. At ancient Dodona
Zeus has his own proper shadow-wife,
Dione, a real Greek goddess-helpmeet; for
man makes the gods in his own image.
H. D. Miiller told us all this decades ago
(1857) and yet, such is the force of habit,
such the magic of Homer, that we still
believe that Zeus and Hera were married
from all time. But Homer himself knew,
or rather was dimly haunted by the memory
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of other days. Unless we hold with Mr.
Samuel Butler that Homer was the lowest of
low comedians, what means this unseemly
strife between the Father of gods and men
and the woman he cannot even beat into
submission ? What her urgent tyranny over
the strong Herakles whom Zeus loves but
cannot protect ] Is this tyrannous mistress
really made by the Greek house-wife—even
of Homeric days—in her own image? Is
this the Greek man's ideal of a helpmeet ?

It may be urged that the worship of the
goddess alone is a frequent phenomenon. It
is indeed, and so frequent as to cry aloud
for explanation. But in Hera the anomaly
is pushed to its uttermost; we have, not
Athene or Artemis, maiden-goddesses, ruling
qua their maidenhood, but a wife, the wife,
worshipped without, and glorious at the
expense of, her husband. Such is the fifth
century B.C. conception, such the known
from which we start. Plutarch (Vit. Periel.
24) tells us that when the comic poet would
insult Olympian Pericles the gibe lay near to
hand that Aspasia was 'O/j.<j>a\.r) T£ via nai
Ar)id.va.pa KO.1 mxA.iv "Hpa. The why of all
this looks down to us from the pediment
sculptures which Pausanias saw ' above the
pillars,' where was depicted the ' birth of
Zeus.' There was a time when Zeus—for
Hera at least—was not born ; when she was
Hera Teleia, goddess of the Upos ydfios, but
with another husband, a true prince-consort
whom she ruled with no light hand—,
Herakles. Even the Odyssey knows of the
Upbs yajuos of Herakles, how he had to wife
' Hebe of the fair ankles.' But that was
after the Dorians got hold of him and made
a man—the man of him : be was no slave to
the fair young Hebe, but a Greek husband,
a translated Olympian ' having joy at the
banquet of the deathless gods,' where Hebe
was wife attendant, and made the daughter
of great Hera now the wife of Zeus. But
in olden days she is transparently Hera mils
herself. Her ancient shrine at Phlius
(Paus. ii. 13. 2) was ayitorarov IK iraXaiov,
the most ancient of the Phliasians called her
Ganymeda. It was only in later days that
she and her ancient husband were made the
cupbearers of their feasts by those upstart
Olympians. But even then she was still
a prophet in her own country. The Phlia-
sians kept her yearly feast, called the ' ivy
cuttings,' though they dared keep no image
in secret of her, nor show one in public, and
why % because close at hand there was a
temple and image of Hera! The special
point about the Heraion was that it was a
refuge for slaves. It has been suggested

and with good reason that these refuges are
the note of a cult suppressed by the incoming
conqueror: was Herakles the first slave
who took refuge in his wife's shrine?
But the real relation of Herakles to his
wife and ' beste Feindinn ' Hera comes out
beyond all doubt in the story of Omphale.
The Attic comedians spoke a true word in
jest, as Dr. Karl Tiimpel has shown in his
brilliant ' Omphale-Hebe-Thrassa' {Philo-
logus 1892, p. 607). Omphale is no Lydian,
Herakles no Oriental Sandon, both, are pre-
Dorian. Omphale is local divinity of Mt.
Omphalion on the Malian Gulf, where, at
Trachis, Oeta, etc., the Herakles myth
centred—it may be originated. Anyhow
there it nourished before Herakles went to
Argos—Heracles, slave to Omphale, wearing
a woman's dress, doing a woman's work
—a myth sprung from a cult the record of
which Plutarch preserves in his priceless
Quaestiones Graecae. At the festival of the
Antimacheia at Kos (Kos where Zeus com-
plains that Hera drove her slave) the priest
wore a yvvaLKeiav io-Orp-a, a (TToXrjv avdivqv,
for Hera of the flowers, and draSov/xevos
fiiTpa. Kardp)(€Tai Tiys Ovcrias, because, so said
aetiological legend, he took refuge with a
ywrj ®pa.<raa in woman's raiment, i.e. with
Omphale the woman of Trachis (Tpa t̂'s =
©paia's). At Kos, where the matrons of
Ovid's day wore horns in the service of Hera,
the temple, like the Heraion, must have
been an asylum.

This god serving a goddess, this Herakles
slave of the woman of Trachis, Hera-Hebe-
Omphale: what does it all mean, what
could it mean, but the ancient cult of a
people in the stage of gynaecocracy, and such
a people Aristotle tells us {and clinches the
argument) were those people of Trachis who
dwelt about the Malian Gulf {F.H.G. ii. 150 :
Suidas sub voc. MrjXiaKov TTXOLOV) ; it was the
curse laid on the Malians that ^re TrXola
orcyava aurois ytvecrdai /cai w o TU>V ywaiKtav
Kpartio-Oai act. It is this gynaecocracy of
Hera that even Achaean Homer is powerless
wholly to forget, it is this gynaecocracy that
crops up again and again in alien soil, yet
never wholly exterminated, in stories of
husband-murdering wives—of Dana'ides, of
Lemnian women, of Amazons, and of heroes
in bondage, like Odysseus to Circe, or to
Calypso, and of those who trace descent
Kara fjLrjTepa like Minyas.1

The Heraion then, the woman-temple
without the man-god, the wife to whom the
husband is subordinate, an accident or
incidental attribute, is not so anomalous as

1 v. J. Toepffer, JUische Geneahgie, pp. 188-201.
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it seems; the position of women in Homer is
notably higher than her position in the days
of Perikles. Before the Achaean Homeric
days there seem to have been, as often in the
history of peoples, a stage of Multerrecht—•
of this the mythological position of Hera is
the obvious survival. The question of who
precisely these people were, and their rela-
tion to the Achaeans who stole their goddess
must stand over for a while.

We return to Argos to seek for traces of
the subordinate man-god. Of course in the
fifth century B.C., in all accounts of the Upos
ya/xos, the orthodox Zeus was implied, though
in cultus not expressed; but there was an
old Hera myth that told another tale, the
myth of the /Jowcepcos TrapOevoi Io, and Argos
•n-avo-n-Trjs. Here again H. D. Miiller has
done good service; he has shown clearly—and
few, if any, are inclined to dispute it—that
Argos Panoptes is the real husband of Io,
Argos who wore the bull-skin (Apollod. ii.
1. 1), who when he joins the Argonautic ex-
pedition still trails it behind him (Apoll.
Rhod. i. 324), who is the bull-god. He alone
never leaves Io ; he binds her to the olive-
tree in the sacred grove; he, when a series
of etymological guesses have carried her
over the Ionian Sea across the Bosphorus
far from her own good cow-land of Euboea,
still dogs her steps. Unhappily H. D. Miiller,
though he plainly saw that Argos was husband
of Io, darkened counsel by turning Io into
Demeter, whereas obviously she is but—to
use a convenient term—the ' heroic hypo-
stasis ' of Hera—Hera whose priestess she
is and withiu whose precinct she dwells.
This appearance of the earlier form of a
goddess as priestess or ministrant of the
later is too common a mythological phenom-
enon to call for comment. Io /3ovKepa>s is but
Hera /3ooJ7ris, and the cow-heads found by
Dr. Schliemann at Mykenae and Dr. Wald-
stein at Argos both tell the same tale ; the
goddess and her sacred animal were not in
primitive days distinguishable; hence the
horns worn by the Coan matrons.

But Argos with his hundred eyes 2 He
got them scattered all over his body when
Hera got her peacock with its hundred-eyed
tail, and that was not till her worship, pass-
ing to Samos, came into contact with the
bird of the East. In earlier days he had (as
one vase shows ns) eyes before and behind
his head, for he is double-faced, Janus-like ;
and earlier still he had (Schol. Eur. Phoen.
1116), according to Pherekydes, but three
eyes, an extra one in the back of his head.
The tomb of Argos (Paus. ii. 22. 6) was
shown at the city that bore his name, and

he had a sacred grove (ibid. iii. 4. 1) that
Cleomenes laid waste. He had too an
ancient image, but men had learnt to call
it by another name. It stood on the summit
of Larissa, the Pelasgian Argive stronghold
(ibid. ii. 24. 5); it was ancient, made of
wood, and had three eyes, one in the
centre of the forehead, Cyclops fashion.
It was the god of the Cyclopes who
fortified Argos. Of course Pausanias thought
it was Zeus with an eye for each of
his kingdoms, the heaven above and the
earth below, and Hades under the earth.
Equally, of course, as the image was so
ancient, it had to be reputed a divinity
brought from Troy. Carl Ottfried Miiller
saw long ago (Dorians, i. 62) that this three-
eyed Zeus is at the bottom of the strange
oracle (Paus. v. 3. 5) that bade the Dorian
host make a three-eyed man leader of their
' return.' They could not enter save by the
guidance of an old inhabitant with the
prestige of an ancient cult. Dr. M.
Mayer pushed the argument some steps
further, identified Argos with the three-
eyed image, and saw in both (Titanen und
Giganlen, p. 112) the ancient Titan Helios
TravoirTYj's, KUKX(OI^, Tpioi]/, Hyper ion , rbv iravoir-
TK)V KVKXOV rjXiov, xpvtria.'i d/j.ipa's fiXtcpapov,
mundi oculus, Pelasgian Triopas. This
ancient divinity paled and dwindled every-
where before the rising of Achaean Zeus,
and yet more before the Dorian Apollo, and
except in the island of Rhodes, where he
preserved something of his ancient splend-
our, fell from the glory of a mighty year-
god to be the merest empty personification
of a natural phenomenon. Still, Helios can-
not quite be ignored, for if Athene is born
from her father's head, or Aphrodite rises
from the waves, they remember that Helios
was there before them, though they give him
but the corner of a pediment.

Sun-worship—one is afraid of the very
word, such nonsense has been written in its
name; it seems to connote emptiness, bar-
renness, but be it remembered the sun as
year-god is not a mere sterile impersonation ;
he embodies and controls the whole activi-
ties of man and nature; and then, whether
we like it or not, a careful search discloses
this sun and moon-worship, below the
surface, indeed, but for that the more surely
of early prevalence. At Athens, an ancient
Pelasgian seat, there was the iroft,Trri 'HXLOV ;
to him was offered the ancient sacrifice of
the vr]<pa\ia: and the Oeoyafjiia at Athens
was not of Zeus and Hera but of Helios
and Selene (Proklos: Hesiod, *Epya 780),
for Selene they made cakes called crtXrjvai,
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moon-shaped, and another called ySoDs,
7T£/i/Aa yap i(TTi icepara e^ov 7r£7njy//.ei'a.
The ancient Attic Tritopatores were born
of the marriage of the sun and moon
(Et. Mag. 768. 1) according to Philocho-
ros, and the Athenians prayed to them
virep ytvicrioi'i 7raiS<ov. The P a n d i a was a
moon-festival. According to Pindar (Schol.
Theoc. ii. 10) men in love prayed to the sun,
women to the moon. Of Thessaly naturally
we know less, but moon-magic was a Thes-
salian speciality, and Endymion, the moon's
husband, came from thence to Elis (Apollod.
i. 7. 5). To come to the Peloponnesus, the
worship of Helios and Selene at Gytheium
is attested by an inscription (G.I.G. 1392).
Pausanias found Helios and Pasiphae at
Thalamae. Helios pastured his herds on
Thrinakia, which v. Wilamowitz has bril-
liantly divined to be not Sicily but the
three-pronged southern portion of Pelopon-
nesos, which lay so readily to hand. The
Arcadians themselves are sometimes %tkrf-
vlrai, sometimes irpoo-iXrjvoi; and did not
Pan Lykaios (long, it may be, before Zeus
came there) woo the moon-goddess in a
cave, o"irri\aia...Ka\ avTpa rwv iraXaiordTuv
irp\v KOX vaovs iTuvofj(rai #£ois a(f>ocriolJVTiiiv,
Kal iv KpijTj fj.iv 1&.ovprjTtav All, kv 'ApfcaSiq.
8e %eXrjvri Kal liavl AvKeiw (Porphyr . de antr.
20) % Pan was the sun-god, but no mere
impersonation, as his goat-legs show. At
Mantineia was the place called 'HXiou jiw^ol.;
at Sikyon, behind the Ileraion, were the
statues of Pan and Helios. For Elis we
need but point to the sagas of Endymion
and Augeas. At Olympia he had a common
altar with ancient Kronos.

We have arrived thus far then, advancing
from different points. Argos - Panoptes-
Helios and Io-Selene on one side, Herakles
and Hera-Omphale-Hebe-Thrassa on the
other—the substantial identity of the two
couples is obvious enough. All the sun-
heroes have these notes in common—they are
unwearied, crafty, they keep flocks and
herds, their weapons are bows and arrows,
for only in latter days did Herakles get his
club. But one objection rises at once, and yet
it turns out to be, curiously enough, the
clinching argument. Herakles and Omphale
represent, we have seen, the Mutterrecht
stage : if Argos and Io are in any sense sun
and moon, how comes it that the sun is
master of the moon? He is now, but it
seems he was not always. Hesselmeyer,
(Die Pelasgerfrage, p. 123) has clearly
shown that to primitive man the moon was
all important: as a calendar maker the
lunar year preceded the solar year, and the

moon ruled the lunar year with the sun for
consort; the struggle of the sun calendar
with the moon calendar has left its trace in
many an ancient myth.

A word as to the race to which these sun
and moon gods, this gynaecocracy belongs.
J . Toepffer (Atiische Ge?iealogie, p. 187)
attributes the gynaecocracy element to the
Aeolic race whose mythic ancestor is Aiolos,
whose saga has its home at Iolkos (Pind.
Pyth. iv. 108). According to Apollodorus
(i. 9. 11) Kretheus, Aiolos' eldest son, built
the town. These Aeolians he regards as the
same as the Minyae, and his view is
supported by, probably based on, his in-
terpretation of the much-discussed ' AioXeiat,'
who Plutarch says (Quaest. Gr. 38) were
daughters of Minyas. The Aioleiai un-
questionably kept their men much depressed,
and if the Aioleiai are to be explained
simply as the Aeolian women, undoubtedly
it looks as if Mutterrecht were an Aeolian
custom. Moreover Minyas was Kara p-qripa
AloXiSrjs—a fact not without its significance.
Toepffer goes further; he sees in the
Aeolians, as in the Karians, Lycians (e.g.
Sarpedon), and others who practised Mutter-
recht, a Pelasgian people, and points out that
the Etruscans, whom Hesselmeyer believes
to be Pelasgic, also gave to women an ex-
ceptionally high place. If the Aeolians are
Minyae, then the predominance of Hera in
the Argonautic myth (Hpa IleXao-yis) is at
once explained, and from our point of view
it is remarkable that so many sun-heroes
claim descent from Aiolos. But on the
other hand we are told flatly that the
Aeolians are only an Asia Minor form of the
Achaeans.1 If this be true our argument
is indeed in a terrible plight. Zeus was
unquestionably Achaean, and our whole
contention has been that Zeus had nothing
to do with Hera till late days, that Hera
was pre-Achaean. Strabo certainly does
not take the view that Aeolian = Asiatic-
Achaean : he says emphatically (v. 220) TOVS
Sc IleXacryovs, on fniv dp^aiov TL tjjvXov Kara.
TTjv 'EXXaSa iracrav eVnroXacrej' icai fx.aKurra
trapa. rots AioXeiKTi TCHS Kara ®tTTa\iav
o/j-oXoyovaiv airavres (r\€?>6v TL. H e r e a t least
is no talk merely of Asiatic Aeolians.

It is mainly in the hope of getting light
from others better furnished than myself on
this question, which is vital as regards

1 W. Leaf, Companion to the Iliad, ' we know
who the Aiolians were, they were descendants of the
Achaians,' ' the old Achaian families under their
new name of Aeolians.' Introd. pp. 6 and 9. Mr.
Leaf bases his view mainly on Fick, Die Homerische
Ilias.
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mythology, that I have written thus at
length. Dr. Waldstein will pardon a
reviewer for turning his discoveries into a
text, for it is indeed these discoveries that
make the question imminent: it may be to
his further researches that we shall owe the
solution.

JANE E. HARRISON.

EGYPT OR PHOENICIA AT MY-
KENAE, ETC.

IN the polemic which has recently arisen
and threatens to be long-lived about the
influence of Egypt upon the Art of the
Eastern Mediterranean, one thing has I
think been overlooked—namely that that
influence was not direct but indirect.

So far as the evidence is available, it
points to the Egyptians having had their
first direct intercourse with the Greeks in
the reign of Psammetichus the First. When
we get back to the days of the Middle
Empire in the 18th and 19th dynasty I
know of no evidence of direct intercourse
whatever.

On the other hand the evidence of indirect
intercourse, for which there were ample
opportunities, seems just as clear. From
the reign of Thothmes the First the coasts
of Palestine and Syria including the Phoeni-
cian towns were more or less subject to the
Egyptian kings and they remained so, so far
as we know, throughout the domination of
the 18th and 19th dynasties.

The Phoenicians were at this time planting
their colonies and pushing their trade in all
directions, and every corner of the Greek
world where minerals could be found, where
dye stuffs could be had or where merchandise
could be got was planted with a factory.
Autolycus and all his brethren, the pedlars,
the dealers in trinkets and jewellery, etc.
etc., in the Homeric age and doubtless long
before, were Phoenicians. It seems to me
that the primitive jewellery which has
occurred »in more than one site in Greece^
and notably the very interesting and unique
objects not long ago added to the British
Museum collection—were made and imported
by the Phoenicians. At all events these
last objects, which came from Greece proper,
are not only like other objects from Mykenae
but like the jewellery from Tharros in
Sardinia which could hardly be of other
than Phoenician origin.

This is not the conclusion however which
I now wish to press. What I wish to em-

phasize is that these same Phoenicians, who
were then subject to the Egyptians and
whose Art was at one time a reflex of
Egyptian taste and at another of the taste
of Assyria, were exceedingly likely among
other objects to export scarabs containing
the cartouches of their masters the great
Pharaohs, such as Thothmes the Third and
Amenophis the Third and Fourth, and some-
times these travelled a long way, as when
one found its way to Hungary and was
found with a trouvaille of the so-called
Bronze Age. With these true scarabs were
also exported what I call bastard scarabs
some containing blundered legends others
containing posthumous inscriptions. These
were doubtless the handiwork of Phoenician
potters. It was Phoenicia and not Egypt
which was the real mother of what is called
Mykenaean art.

HENNY H. HOWORTH.

ARTEMIS AT EPHESUS.

IN his volume on Ephesus, Mr. Hicks
publishes an inscription, no. 482, dated about
AD. 161, to which the reading suggested by
him would, if correct, lend far greater
interest than it had in previous publications.
According to him ' the decree itself begins
by complaining that the Ephesian goddess,
whose worship had hitherto been universally
recognised, was now being set at nought,'
and he would interpret it as ' an involuntary
confession of the decline of the Artemis
worship.' Such an inscription is very
remarkable; but it requires careful scrutiny.
In my forthcoming work, The Church in the
Roman Empire before A.B. 170, I have
occasion to use the inscription, or rather to
state that it cannot be accepted as evidence
in the way that the editor has suggested.
As I have not there the opportunity of
giving reasons in full on a point of textual
criticism, I should gladly do so in the
Classical Review. Respect for the high
authority of Mr. Hicks, and gratitude for
the amount that I have learned from his
work, makes me unwilling to alter his text
without stating the arguments for the
change. Some of the changes which he has
introduced make a great improvement; but
others seem to be only a step towards the
truth.

The opening seems suspicious. We can
hardly imagine the possibility of a com-
munity devoted to Artemis beginning a
decree in her honour with the ill-omened
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confession, ' since Artemis is dishonoured,
not only .in her own home, but also among
Greeks and barbarians' : the more we think
of this, the more incredible does it appear.
Moreover the words that follow, wore
aveurOcu. aii^s lepa. re Ka[i Tijaas], can hardly
be interpreted in conformity with Mr.
Hicks's views : he takes them, I presume,
to mean ' so that her temples and honours
are neglected,' for no other sense will suit
his interpretation of the general purport of
the inscription. But, even allowing that
avUvou. n/ias might denote ' to relax and
neglect the honours paid to Artemis,' dnevai
lepd could only mean ' to consecrate
shrines.'

Again Mr. Hicks is obliged to read
/^ous [airy avaKti<r6ai\ in order to suit his
restoration of the preceding line, for (1) it
would make impossible syntax to read [dfta
S£ l<TTiv (Artemis understood)] avrq re
€i8pvcr6a.i KO.1 /3d)/M>i>s [avaK£i<T0ai StaJras K.T.A.. ;
and (2) the length of his restoration in 1. 12
requires an additional word in 1. 13. But
he has either not observed that numerous
previous copyists, confirmed by the high
authority of M. Waddington, who saw the
stone when it was more nearly complete,
read on the stone the words /Joyous
draK£i0-0ai without any gap between them,
or, if he has observed it, he has tacitly
corrected their reading. Such conjectural
alteration of a reading attested by numerous
witnesses is hardly permissible.

Further, even with his restoration, the
syntax [dfta Se iariv] aim) re uSpvaOai KOU
j8o)//.oiis [airy dra/ccur^ai] is too harsh to
justify the emendation on the text as read by
others before it was mutilated.

I cannot therefore agree with the bold
restoration proposed by the editor in this
case. Yet the word a.Tifia.Ta.1 must be
accepted on his authority in place of the
older reading TifnaTai; and he repeats
in his Addenda the assurance that this
reading is on the stone. I can only suppose
that the engraver omitted a syllable : he
ought to have engraved IAIAIATI, and he
put IAIATI. Thus we have the text, iireiSri
ij "Apre/us ov ^ovov iv rrj lavrrjs TrarpiSi
<Bi>aTifia.Tai. In 1. 11, Mr. Hicks's reading
seems a great improvement on the old text;
but in 1. 12, I must again desert him.
Thus we have in 1. 11-13, [uxrre Travrja^ov
aveZcrOai avrrjs lepd re <ca[t T€jj.ivq, KCU\ avrr) re
el8pv<T$ai, Kal j3o)fi.ovs ava.Kei(r0ai K.T.X.

The inscription attests, not neglect of
Artemis worship, but a revival of religious
feeling. Many other facts point to such a
revival of paganism at this period, and its

p.lliance with the Imperial policy, with
popular philosophy, and with the whole
strength of conservatism, against the
reforming tendency of which by far the
strongest, but not the only, champion was
Christianity.

W. M. RAMSAY.

ON MR. WROTH'S REVIEW OF
RIDGEWAY'S METALLIC CURRENCY.

MAY I intrude on your space to say a few-
words in reference to Mr. Wroth's most
kind and generous review of my book't
Mr. Wroth refuses to admit, if I understand
him rightly, any origin for any coin-type
other than religious, thus championing the

'views of Burgon, Curtius, Head and
Gardner. I shall first deal with his criti-
cisms on my explanation of certain types
seriatim, and then with the general principles
which lie at the bottom of the question.

(1) To my view that the occurrence
of the ox on early Greek coins (which
is supported by ancient tradition both in
Greece and Italy) indicates that the oldest
pecunia was pecus, Mr. Wroth objects that
the 'lion is quite as often portrayed on
archaic coins as the ox or cow.' This I
fully admit, but I have given an explanation
of the lion-type and its diffusion at p. 321
of my book, showing that it was most
probably not a solar symbol, but simply the
badge of royalty used by the Lydian kings,
and I quoted in support of this the oldest
known inscribed Greek coin, the stag on
•which is made to say, <I>dVovs elfju a-rj/jca. I
also show that the lion-type was copied and
diversified by the Greeks in various places
as far as Massalia in Gaul. Is Mr. Wroth
prepared to show that the lion on the coins
of the Phocaean colony of Velia is solar, or
that the Massaliotes worshipped the sun
because they placed a lion on their coins, or
again that the barbarians of Northern Italy
who placed a lion on their coins imitated
from the Massaliote drachms did so because
they worshipped the sun t The Massaliotes
worshipped Artemis, as we have full
historic proof, and her head appears on their
coins, and surely if the lion ought to sym-
bolize any deity, it ought to indicate
Artemis. Yet I do not think any one will
say that the lion is a symbol of that goddess.
Again when we find a lion and a palm-tree
on the coins of Carthage, if we say that the
lion looking at a star on the coins of
Miletus represents the sun, we ought to say
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that the lion at Carthage represents the
tree-spirit, indwelling in the palm-tree. Is
it not more reasonable to suppose that lion
and palm-tree are taken simply as the badge
of Lybia, the land of lions and palms, just
as Africa is symbolized on Roman coins by
a corn-basket, a scorpion, and a cap made of
an elephant's trunk ? (2) Animal-types are
undoubtedly common on early Greek coins,
but when once coinage had begun, analogy
would soon lead to putting on coins other
animals as well as the ox of barter, and no
doubt both states and potentates would in
many cases put on their issues their own
peculiar blazon, as did Phanes. Thus
Phocaea used her badge of the seal as a
type, and I am not aware that any one has
ever suggested that this type indicated the
worship of Proteus.

Mr. Wroth and his school admit, I
believe, a certain number of types parlants.
If the mythological type theory does not
explain these, there is no reason why there
should not be a class of types which have
their origin in barter-units. Mr. Wroth
also urges that animals are very common on
Greek works of art. Oi course they are.
But this cuts equally against Mr. Wroth,
unless he is prepared to say that whenever
an animal appears in Greek art it symbo-
lizes some cult.

Mr. Wroth thinks that because there is a
triskelis of cock'scombs on reverse of aLycian
coin bearing a boar, that this boar cannot
have once symbolized a barter-unit. This
does not at all follow, for the mythological
school themselves are obliged to admit the
occurrence on the same coins of symbols
which are referred to two different deities.

(3) The axe of Tenedos Mr. Wroth main-
tains is religious, although Aristotle dis-
tinctly indicates that it had no such sig-
nificance in his time (350 B.C.). Yet if the
axe had reference to some sacred cult,
priestly tradition would have kept fresh the
knowledge of its origin. Mr. Wroth points
out triumphantly that though the Janiform
head appears on the oldest coins, the axe is
not found. It is true that as yet the oldest
known coins have not the axe, but though
we may anytday find a more archaic coin with
the axe, I will let Mr. Wroth use his nega-
tive evidence to the full. He shrinks from
committing himself to the view that the
Janiform head is a dimorphous Bacchus.
For what has Bacchus to do with an axe ?
On the other hand the explanation suggested
by a passageof Pausanias, given in full in my
book (p. 318), is that the double head
represents King Tennes and his sister. I t

is quite possible that the common badge of
Tenedos was this double head, based on an
old legend, and that it was placed on their
early coins as Phanes placed his badge on
his. But unless Mr. Wroth puts a very
long interval between the coins with the
incuse reverse and those with the axe,
the old traditional currency would not have
died out, and when they proceed to adorn
the reverse of the coins, they put on the
axe, which the silver coins had superseded.
Athens must have been accustomed to the
silver currency of Aegina and Euboea for a
century before the time of Solon, and yet
Solon settled her classification by measures
of corn, wine or oil, and not drachms, and
when he struck his new coinage, made the
drachm equal the medimnus and sheep.

Again, Mr. Wroth leaves out of view
completely the dedication of axes by the
Tenedians at Delphi. At p. 318 I compare
with them the dedication of the golden
wheat-ear by the Metapontines, which we
know was not a religious symbol of Apollo,
but simply a thankoffering for an abun-
dant harvest. The Indians of the Pacific
states still use the ancient shell money when
they make dedications at the graves of their
great chiefs, although daily using silver
dollars. The Tenedians offered their axes
because such were their ancient currency.

(4) Mr. Wroth makes virtually the same
objection to my explanation of the wine-jar
on the coins of Chios as he has put forward
in the case of Tenedos. He says that as
the Sphinx appears along with the jar on the
early coins, and the Sphinx alone on the
earliest, I must be wrong. My answer is
the same as before. The Sphinx is the
badge of Chios, just as little religious as the
stag on the coin of Phanes, and the wine-jar
is put on the coins at a time when the jar
in trade was perfectly well known. Long
after they coined money, the Cyrenaeans
exchanged bales of silphium for jars of wine,
and the Gauls sold slaves for the same com-
modity. Can Mr. Wroth point out any
connection between the Sphinx and Bacchic
rites ?

(5) Mr. Wroth objects on the same grounds
to my explanation of the wine-cup on the
coins of Thasos, because in the earliest
coins we find Silenus carrying off a
nymph. I do not think that this is such
a roundabout way of ' advertising wine,'
as it would be of symbolizing 'the
orgiastic rites of the Thracian Bacchus.'
Silenus is not Bacchus, and Mr. Wroth
ought to show that the worship of Silenus
was the foremost cult of Thasos.
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The ithyphallic Silenus and nymph illus-
trate in part the description of strong
drink given by the Porter in Macbeth. But
even if this type does not represent merely
wine trade, I give the same answer as I did
in the case of the wine-jar of Chios.

(6) Now for the tunny fish of Cyzicus,
which Mr. Wroth has handled with the most
delightful humour. He thinks the fact
that on one coin a tunny is seen filleted is
sufficient to prove that it is a sacred symbol.
I cheerfully accept his idea that the tunny
so equipped is dedicated, but is it as first-
fruits, or as a sacred symbol of some deity 1
I gave a passage showing that the fishermen
gave firstfruits of the tunny fishery, just as
the fishermen on the coast of Ceylon now do
to their temple, and those of Western
Ireland do to their priest for saying mass
before they put to sea. But who will say
that the fish in either of these cases sym-
bolizes the deity worshipped ] I t is im-
possible to discuss these tunny without
reference to the [epos \\6vs in Iliad xvi.
407. The fisherman has no hesitation in
catching such a creature, and the explana-
tions which agree in regarding lepds as
meaning simply ' fine, goodly, without
blemish ' seem right. The Cyzicene fishers
gave a good fish as an offering, and we need
not be surprised to find on one coin the
dedicated tunny portrayed, for this repre-
sented the finest specimen of the staple
product of the place. Mr. Wroth has left
out of view the fish-shaped coins of Olbia,
without which the question cannot be dis-
cussed.

But now comes the wider question.
Let us giant that the wine vessels sym-
bolize the worship of Dionysus, and
tunny and axe some unknown divinities.
Are Mr. Wroth and his school better
off than before? Did the use of wine
originate in the worship of Bacchus, or did
the worship of Bacchus originate in the use
of wine? Did the use of wheat and barley
spring out of the cultus of Demeter, or did
the latter orignate in the use of cereals?
Everything tends more and more to show
that the particular deity is only an adjunct
to some very important side of life. Until
there is much evidence to the contrary it is
much more rational to believe that the wine-
jar or bunch of grapes indicates the principal
product of a place, rather than a mere religious
cult. The hare on the coins of Messana,
says Aristotle, was put on his coins by
Anaxilas to commemorate the introduction
of the hare into Sicily. Had it not been for
the preservation of this statement we should

NO. LVII. vol. VII.

be called upon to believe that the hare is
the symbol of the cult of Pan, because on
one late tetradrachm Pan is seen with the
hare. Let us now ask Mr. Wroth and his
school to show any ancient authority for tho
doctrine to which they adhere. Distin-
guished scholars support it, it is true, but I
prefer to stand by Aristotle, who says the
stamp was the symbol of value, and who in
the case of the axe of Tenedos, the mule-car
and hare of Rhegium, knows nothing of a
mystical religious explanation. '

WILLIAM RIDGEWAY.

PROFESSOR RIDOEWAY'S reply of ' few
words' extends to such length that my
comments are necessarily restricted. The
main point that I criticized in my review of
his brilliant book was his theory that barter-
units are represented on the earliest Greek
money. Mr. Ridgeway essayed to prove
(p. 315) that primitive barter-units were
reproduced as ' types ' ' on the most archaic
coins...which date from a time when barter
was just being replaced by a monetary
currency.' As crucial tests of this novel
theory I examined four of Mr. Ridgeway's
best examples, namely the double-axe of
Tenedos, the wine-jar of Chios, the wine-cup
of Thasos, and the tunny of Cyzicus. I was
able to show (i) that the earliest coin-type
of Tenedos was not a double-axe but a
janiform head, (ii) that ihe earliest coin-type
of Chios was not a wine-jar but a Sphinx,
(iii) that the wine-cup of Thasos appeared
only on the later coinage of that island,
(iv) that the tunny on the earliest coins of
Cyzicus was not a mere barter-fish but a fish
dedicated to a divinity. At all these points
the theory gave way.

Mr. Ridgeway now seeks to raise the
whole question of the meaning of Greek
coin-types. He is good enough to speak of
me as ' championing' the ' religious ' doc-
trine of types, but though I certainly am a
firm believer in that doctrine, I made no
attempt in my review to set forth its merits,
for the good reason that this had been done
already by much doughtier champions—by
Thomas Burgon in his learned and minute
Inquiry, by Prof. Gardner in his Types of
Greek Coins, and by Mr. Barclay Head in
his Historic, Numorum. The ' religious'
doctrine is not only held by English numis-
matists, but by such continental savants as
Imhoof-Blumer, J. P. Six, Von Sallet, and
Babelon. In fact, there is no Greek numis-
matist of repute who holds any other
doctrine. Mr. Ridgeway, however, thinks
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that the orthodox view can be discussed and
discredited in a few paragraphs of a reply
to a review. It is clear to me both from
his book and his article that he does not
fully understand the nature of his opponents'
position and that he underrates its strength.
This I gather partly from the way in which
he refers to types parlants, and from his
parading the exploded theory that such
types as the wine-jar and the bunch of
grapes indicate ' the principal product' of
a place rather than (as he expresses it) a
' mere religious cult.' He also uses argu-
ments that show that he does not bear iu
mind that the ' religious ' school admits as
types not only the symbols of divinities, but
also any devices connected in any way with
cultus,|legend and myth.

(1) In his first section Mr. Bidgeway
hardly does justice to my argument. He
had suggested that there was a special
(commercial) significance in the choice of
the ox as a coin-type. My remarks were
intended as a warning against the arbitrary
selection of coin-types to suit a theory.
Oxen and cows (I said) often appear on
early Greek coirs but so also do many other
animals. The ox and the cow have nothing
like a monopoly of archaic coin-types. In
fact the -lion (which even Mr. Ridgeway
does not explain as a barter-unit) is quite as
often portrayed on early coins as the ox.
The word ' lion ' suggests to Mr. Ridgeway a
dissertation on the meaning of that animal
as a coin-type. Surely this is hardly rele-
vant to our discussion of the barter-unit.
All that I feel called upon to say here is
that before Mr. Ridgeway can claim the
support of the $avous coin, he must
discuss critically the more or less divergent
views concerning it of Newton, Gardner,
Head, Frankel, and Weil.

(2) I did not refuse to accept the boar as
a barter-unit for the weak reason that a
triskelis of cocks' heads appeared on the same
coin. What I said was—it is unsafe to
attach special significance to one animal
(the boar) on Lycian coinage, because that
coinage is conspicuous for the variety of its
animal and monstrous types.

(3) I still maintain that the double axe
is a Dionysiac emblem. As Mr. Ridgeway
asks ' What has Bacchus to do with an
axe 1'—I may remind him that Simonides
(ap. Athen. 10, 84) calls the axe Ai<ovv<roio
draxTOs f3ov<j)dvov 6epdirovTa, and further that
the double-axe (TTCXCKUS) appears on coins of
Alexander of Pherae, a prince who, according
to Theopompus, specially worshipped the
Dionysos of Pagasae, os eKaAeiro

Aristotle explained the Tenedian coin-
type as the axe which executed sinners in
the good old days in Tenedos. This ex-
planation (as well as Aristotle's explanation
of Messenian coin-types) is not supported
by the analogy of other Greek coin-types,
and Aristotle is moreover writing of coins
issued more than a hundred years before his
time. Mr. Ridgeway in his Metallic
Currency (p. 318) had in fnct already re-
marked that Aristotle's explanation of the
axe is ' probably a bit of mere aetiology.'
I quite agree with him, but what—after
that admission—is the value of Aristotle's
testimony t The dedication of the Tenedian
axes cannot be profitably discussed without
reference to other Delphic dedications. If
there were an opportunity for the discussion
I should refer not only (as Mr. Ridgeway
requires) to the dedication of the Meta-
pontines but to several other avaO^/juiTa
such as those of the people of Selinus and of
Elyrus.

(6) Mr. Ridgeway accepts my view that
the ' filleted' tunny was dedicated to a
divinity. The fish-shaped pieces of Olbia
I purposely refrained from discussing. It
is not quite certain that they are coins—
even if they are, they are pieces quite
exceptional in Greek numismatics and were
made three or four centuries after the
' barter-unit' coins now in question.

Of Aristotle's testimony respecting coin-
types I have already spoken, and, in con-
clusion, I will only remark that the speci-
men with Pan and the hare described by
Mr. Ridgeway as a ' late' tetradrachm is
really a product of the finest period of
Greek coin-art, issued about fifteen years
before Aristotle was born.

WARWICK WBOTH.

INSCRIPTIONS ON POTTERY FROM
NAUKRAT1S.

A FURTHER examination of the fragments
of pottery (now in the British Museum)
found at Naukratis in the excavations of
1886 .has brought to light the following
inscriptions which may be added to those
published by Mr. Ernest Gardner in the
Third and Sixth Memoirs of t/ie Egypt Ex-
ploration Fund, entitled Naukratis, Parts
I—II.

I. ' AvTid>tt\ris 6 Xlds [/A' avi6rj\Kev '
On a fragment of a lebes without figured
decoration. In the first word the space
between u> and 17 is determined by the curve of
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the vase, but there are no data for supply-
ing the missing letter. Another fragment
gives ...17s 6 Xios and two or three ...wv 6
Xios.

I L

'P[oSi]os

The decoration of this fragment consists
of concentric bands and radiating leaf points
in bright red. The inscription runs round
the base in a spiral, forming a double line
for about half its extent. Any name ending
in -vq<s would be suitable; for ev̂ cuA r̂ cf.
Naukratis ii. p. 65, nos. 776, 7. Of the first
letter of 'PdSios only the top remains, but
as it indicates a P and as there is space for
3 missing letters, this restoration (suggested
by Mr. A. H. Smith) seems satisfactory.
Mr. Gardner (Naukratis ii. p. 65) remarked
on the use of cî coA.'/ (f°r €*>xo) *n s o m e of
those inscriptions and gave several refer-
ences. To these may be added an epigram
(Anth. Graec. vi. 137) to which Mr. Murray
has called my attention :

Hp6<t>p(i>v, 'Apyvp6ro£e, SiSov \dpiv
vim

Nav<cpaT£i, ev^wXa.1; TCUTS' w

I I I . Neyo<^[av»js fi a]vt6r]Ke

On the rim of a lebes of coarse pottery.
.For the form cf. 'Ep/to^avi/s {Naukratis

ii. 65, no. 784). Another fragment gives
•O(JM-. Mr. Gardner gives the name Neyo-

iS (Naukratis ii. 65, no. 768).

IV. -r; elp.i TTJS [cv Nau]icpaTe[i
On a fragment with guilloche pattern as
in Naukratis ii. plate v. fig. 7, combined
with a flora] pattern as in the upper part of
the bowl (Ibid, plate 7, fig. 5). If the sug-
gested restoration is correct, this is an ad-
dition to the very small number of extant
vase inscriptions which give the name of the
city.

V. Another fragment of the inscription
in Naukratis ii. 63, no. 709

("OS /*' dviOrjKe Trj ['A^poStrrj] errl rrj)

The new fragment bears the letters ITV, and
considerations connected with the shape,

design, etc., of the vase suggest that -m/[aljos

is required. Possibly we should read -nrja'}os

[L aviOrjKe Trj ['A<f>po8irrj] iirl Trj The
form of the inscription is in any case
unusual.

C. A. HUTTON,

MONTHLY RECORD.

GREAT BRITAIN.

Lincoln. —A fragment of an amphora-handle which
has been recently found is of some interest as bearing
the potter's stamp L IVNI MELISSI. While hardly any
other potter's name occurs in Britain, Hiibner, in the
C.I. L. Vol. vii., gives six other instances of Melissus,
two at York, two in London, and one each at
Silchester and Chesterford. In all cases but the last
the name is given as L. Iunins Melissus. At Chester-
ford however (see Arcliaeol. Journal, xvii. p. 124)
the stamp is 1. CAMILU MELISSI, a name which
Hiibner gives as found in the heap of broken pottery
on the Monte Testaccio, Rome.1

ITALY.

Quadcrna, Emilia.—The site of the ancient Cla-
terna, mentioned by Cicero and other writers, has
been settled by continued excavations. The first
discovery was that of four bases of columns forming
a square, evidently a Corinthian atrium with a
column at each corner of the impluvium. Remains
of a street running north and south were discovered,
and various objects: blocks of tufa and marble,
remains of a seated female statue, two drums of a
spiral column of giallo antico, a fragment of marble
with inscription, a fine female headless bronze bust,
probably representing Diana, and numerous archi-
tectural fragments. Further excavation brought to
light considerable remains of a private edifice, with
mosaic pavements, slabs prepared for optcs spicatrim,
and quadrangnlar basins of tufa, two of which are
apparently impluvia. The plan of the house eonld
not be ascertained. Fragments of Aretine vases
were found, lamps, tiles (one of the date of the
early Empire, stamped with the name Agrippa), and
a fountain-basin with connecting pipe. Later still,
various fragments of terra-cotta, which when put
together made an almost complete statuette of Cupid,
apparently part of a group. Other objects found
were bronze fibulae, rings, etc., glass phialae, bone
objects, and coins, principally of gentes.-

Novilara.—Seventy-five graves have been found,
dug close to each other, with remains of skeletons
and bits of wood, the corpses having probably been
interred simply reposing on wooden planks, without
any covering. In the same graves were found vases
of Greek shape and many ornaments and arms of
bronze. Other tombs were discovered lately con-
taining feminine ornaments and other objects,
belonging to the seventh century B.C. In one tomb
was found a fragment of a stele inscribed with
Sabellian characters.3

Corneto.—Excavations have been continued in the
necropolis of Tarquinii, and nine tombs investigated
with fruitful results. In the first were nineteen
bucchero vases and nine painted Greek vases, eight
with geometric ornaments ; four are small oinochoae
with trefoil mouth. (2) Fragments of an Attic black-
figured vase (shape as Berlin Catalogue, plate iv.,
fig. 24), representing a symposium, four men on
couches, and three female figures. (3) Two scarabs
of advanced archaic style, and a gold earring ; the
first scarab is a cornelian with finely executed design
of Odysseus slaying the stag in Circe's isle (Od. x.
157), inscribed ^ I V O V ; the other an onyx with
design of a youth stringing a bow. (4 and 5)
Bucchero vases and three lekythi, one Corinthian,

1 Athenaeum, 15 Oct. 1892.
2 NotizU dei Lincei, May 1892.
? Athenaeum, 17 and 31 Dec. 1892.
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with three friezes of animals. (6) Bronze ornaments
for a helmet, one representing the head of a Seilenos,
the other of Achelobs, also a red-figured amphora
with somewhat grotesque figures. (7) A kylix with
animals, a small oinocnoe, and a Corinthian skyphos
with animals. (8) Three black-figured amphorae,
with various subjects, one the reception of Herakles
by Pholos. (9) Three black-figured amphorae, one
with the return of Hephaistos to Olympos, another
with various deities and a quadriga.3

Rome.—In Reg. vi. an inscription has been found
with a dedication to one L. Vibius Lupus Iulianus,
praetor, quaestor, and legatus in Lycia and Pamphylia.
A Vibius Lupus was legatus in Britain in 197, and
another was consul in 278, but it is not certain
whether either of these is meant. Two other
interesting inscribed stones come from the right
bank of the Tiber. The first is a travertine cippus
of 54 B.C., erected by P. Servilius Isauricus and M.
Valerius Messala, censor (cf. C.I.L. vi. 1234). The
other is a marble sepulchral cippus with a patera on
one side and a praefericulum on the other. It runs :
DIS • MANIBVS | SACRVM | CORNELIAS * Q • L | PSYCHES

| SER ' MAKIT1VS | MARTIALIS • ET | SPATALVS * Q '
COBNELI I FLACCI ' DISP | CONIVGI ( FIDBL1SSIMAE [
FECERVNT. Spatalus, the second husband, was
dispensator in the house of Q. Cornelius Flaccus ;
this may be the one mentioned in Tac. Ann. xiii. 39
(58 B.C.), or another mentioned in Bull. Inst. 1845,
p. 129. Cf. C.I.L. vi. 24957.2

Near S, Maria in Cosmedin have been found
remains of a very ancient cloaca constructed of blocks
of tufa, dating back to the time of the Kings. Jt
consists of two large arched drains, with two smaller
ones meeting them : the two larger meet at an angle
and fall into the Tiber near the site of the Pons
Sublicius. It was independent of the Cloaca
Maxima, and drained the Circus Maximus, and
Velabrum. On the left bank of the Tiber the found-
ations of the Pons Aelius for about thirty metres
have been brought to l ight; they are of travertine
carefully worked ; remains of two small flood-arches
were also found, with massive substructures of
peperino, from which it has been ascertained that
the bridge had eight arches. Among sculptures
found at the same time were several colossal heads,
probably belonging to the Mausoleum of Hadrian, a
head of a goddess, and a Roman portrait male head
with a small beard, probably Aelius Caesar; frag-
ments of a colossal mask of the usual Satyric type,
perhaps an antefix ; all are of Greek marble, and in
good Graeco-Roman style, probably of the time of
Hadrian or Antoninus Pius.4

In the Campidoglio have been discovered: an
inscription dedicated to Dios Sabazios ; a fragment
of a marble group of Hercules and the Nemean lion ;
a fragment of an Egyptian statue in basalt; a statu-
ette, probably of Aesculapius ; some heads of statues'.
one Greek and several Latin inscriptions, one of
which is put up to a local divinity by the college of
the Velabrenses.5

Ostia.—An important inscription has been dis-
covered, which runs as follows : I...MVS • PLOTIVS • M-
F- QVARTIO I A- GENVCIVS- A- F- ITER- DVO- VIRI | '
LOCVM- DEDERTJNT- COMPITI- AEDIFICANDI | C*
CARTILIVS- C- F- POPLICOL- DVO- VIR- VII | CENS- III-
COMPITVM- TRANSTVLIT | D- CAECILIVS- D- D- L-
NICIA- MEDICVS | L- MAROIVS- L- 1/ STEPHANVS | P-
NAEVIVS- P- L- HERACLIDA | MAO- VICI- MACERIEM |
ET- COLVMNAM- DE- SVO- FECERVNT | C- OAKTILIVS-
c- L- HERA The end is lost. This would be of

4 Bull. Comm. Arch. July—Sept. 1892.
D Rendiconti dei Lincei, Oct.—Nov. 1892.

much importance for local topography if the sur-
rounding area could be explored, but the vicinity of
the Tiber prevents this. The expression Magistri
vici is new at Ostia. The temple of Vulcan here has
been shown to belong to the time of Hadrian, by the
resemblance of the architecture to that of certain
horrea built in his time.2

Naples.—An interesting marble term has been
found, forming the column of an arch ; it represents
a bearded mature figure, with flowing hair bound by
a fillet. Three similar terms exist in the Capitoline
Museum, and one at Naples. The type is attributed
by Wolters (Jahrbuch, 1890, p. 213) to Hesiod, cf.
the busts of him in a mosaic pavement (Antike
Denkm. I. (1889), pi. 49). It also resembles the
Homer on the coins of Amastris, and may be equally
well one or the other. The term stands on an Attic
base, and supports a capital with foliage and abacus ;
the execution is moderate, and of the Roman period.
Remains of two large marble pedestals with reliefs,
a niche, anrl a marble pavement have been found,
apparently forming part of a fountain. On one
pedestal is an inscription to Anicius Auchenius
Bassus, who was proconsul of Campania about A.D.
380. Another discovery is that of a sepulchral bas-
relief, representing a farewell scene : a veiled female
figure with a nude infant by her side, taking the
hand of a seated youth. The style is very rude.
Below is inscribed nAKKl • HPAKA6WN ;
at the back, AOMITIA KAAAICT[H]

HA0HNAC - IHPHA CIK6AHC YflO
CYNKAHTO AHMOCIA reNOM€NH.2

Pompeii.—A house of considerable extent has
lately been excavated, with sides of three streets,
consisting of atrium, garden with peristyle, various
side-rooms, and an unfinished series of bath-rooms.
The atrium has four columns, twenty-four feet high,
with elaborate Corinthian capitals. The peristyle is
well preserved, and on one column is a graffito inscrip-
tion of 60 B.C. In the garden are earthenware
figures of two crocodiles, a frog, and a toad. Bronze
ornaments were found, 6 in. in length, of the shape
of a ship's beak, the head of a crocodile forming the
central part; they were probably used as ornamental
hooks on the walls of the atrium. Also a water-spout
in bronze, in the shape of a boar's head, of excellent
workmanship, and some interesting frescoes, parts
very well preserved.6

Athens.—The excavations between the Areopagus
ami the Pnyx have been renewed, and the course of the
ancient street leading up to the Acropolis, further to
the south-east, has been pursued. It is lined on both
sides with ancient buildings, of which some still
possess the original opoi, so that much may be hoped
from them for fixing topography. A small temple
with an altar before it was unearthed, also the
columns of a \c<rxv, and the wall of a small house
with the inscription opos oixlas viroKiiixlvi\s 'AXicuirtv
i). r;.7 Votive reliefs have been found, which indicate
the proximity of a shrine of Asklepios ; and a
chamber in a house which was at first thought to be
a reservoir, but can only have been used in later
times for that purpose. The ancient wall which
flanks the road near this spot has an opening in the
middle which seems to have been the entrance to
this house. Dr. Dorpfeld has also found some
hydriae, a terra-cotta female head, a small Doric

6 Athenaeum, 12 Nov. 1892.
7 Bert Phil. Woch. 2i Doc. 1892.
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capital ot poros-stone, and a relief of a woman with
an infant at her breast. The road unearthed is
without doubt that leading from the Kerameikos
and the Agora up to the Acropolis, along which the
Panathenaic procession passed.8 Further excavations
have brought to light, between the Pnyx and the
Areopagus, two very ancient tombs, the smaller one
containing two Mycenaean vases, the larger, charcoal
mixed with bones, which fact shows that the corpse
must have been burnt within the tomb. These
burials Dr. Dorpfeld attributes to the first inhabitants
of Athens, when, like Mycenae and other places, it
was bounded by the rock of the Acropolis and had a
burying-place just outside the walls. A conduit
has been found consisting of terracotta tubes, the
joints secured with lead ; it led to the channel of
poros-stone made by Peisistratos, and discovered a
short time ago.9

Peiraeus.—Parts of four sepulchral stelae with
reliefs have been found. On the first is a draped
youth, on the second a female figure standing, with
a boy on the r. ; the third is a small cylindrical stele
inscribed EtftfAem Zunvpov ®€a<Ta\oi>iic'ws Ovyar'fip.
On the fourth is a female head, and the inscription
ZualfiT) ZWTJAOU 'Orjflev QlKavos "Or/Bev yuvi\.w

Corinth.—The excavations by the Athenian
Archaeological Society have resulted in the discovery
of a considerable building belonging to the 6th or
5th century B.O. It resembles the Theokoleon of
Olympia where the sacred magistrates of the Eleans
dwelt. Near this building two others were found,
which have not as yet been completely cleared out.
One is of enormous size, the remains of the columns
showing a diameter of more than two metres.
Several terra-cotta figurines of good period also came
to light. Further investigation has shown that the
walling of a large number of buildings has been
preserved up to an unusual height owing to the fact
that the ground is much higher than it was in
ancient times. A house of good Hellenic period has
been found, with pavement and stylobate of the
atrium entire. It was covered by a Byzantine
building, owing to which many architectural features
have been preserved.11

Epidauros.—The Roman-roofed theatre which
existed in the courtyard of the gymnasium has been
almost wholly cleared. A large building situated
between this gymnasium and the temple of Artemis
has also been disinterred, and was found to possess a
vast atrium with stone seats, as well as a large hall
with two aisles, several rooms, and some bath-cham-
bers. The north-east portion of the precinct sacred
to Asklepios has all been brought to light, and has
revealed some new exedrae, bases of statues, and of
votive offerings, and also the foundations of a
building of unknown destination.12

H. B. WALTBES.

Athenische Mitlheilungen. 1892, part 1. Athens.
1. Wolters ; studies a series of representations of

Asklepios found at Epidauros, in connection with the
Blacas head in the B. M. and an unpublished torso
from the Piraeus : he finds traces of the influence of
Praxiteles (in the 'pathetic' type of the Blacas head
&c) and of Skopas (in the Munychia torso): three
plates. 2. Buresch ; an account of his researches at

8 Athenaeum, 31 Dec. 1892.
9 Athenaeum, 14 Jan. 1893.
10 Berl. PHI. IVoch. 26 Nov. 1892.
11 Athenaeum, 26 Nov. and 24 Dee. 1892.
12 Athenaeum, 24 Dec. 1892.

the cave of the Sibyl of Erythrae, found in the
summer of 1891: publishing the nine inscriptions
from this site (cf. S. Eeinach in the Rev. des Et. Gr.
iv. p. 276). 3. Sauer ; early marble work of Naxos;
of Naxian art we have scarcely any notice in
literature, but considerable monumental evidence ;
recognizable partly from the cross-grained Naxian
marble, and which he here collects and examines in
detail, noting certain chronological developments of
style : from inscriptions and historical facts we obtain
a date for the works of the earlier type before 540,
for the latest, about 510 B.C. : after this very little
is heard of i t : plate and cuts. 4. Graef; publishes
a photograph of the sepulchral monument from
Bithynia (cf. Ath. Mitth. iv. 18), and another in-
scription from the same neighbourhood. 5. Kret-
schmer ; two inscriptions from Balanaia. 6. Report
of discoveries, by W. D. : the ancient road between
the Areopagus and Pnyx; the Enneakrounos;
Daphni; Mycenae; Katsingri (not the old Mideia,
but a small fort of Greek times); Palaeokestri (the
true Mideia); Epidauros ; Sikyon : Argos ; Megalo-
polis (further researches have satisfactorily disposed
of the theory of the British School that there was a
Greek logeion here).

C. S.
The same. 1892, part 2.
1. Kalinka ; publishes a Boeotian vase inscribed

with an alphabet, with suggestions as to the history of
the alphabet: plate. 2. Kern ; the type of the cult
statues of the goddesses of Eleusis, which Gerhard
sought to determine, is now recognizable by the help
of the excavations at Eleusis ; it is found on the frag-
ment of a Panathenaic vase and several reliefs there ;
also in some localities outside Attika where the Eleu-
siuian cult had taken root: it represents Demeter
seated on a round seat and Kora standing beside her
with a torch in each hand : the round seat is really the
cista mystica. The Iakchos child is not included in
the group, nor has any figure of him been found at
Eleusis; he was made prominent by his share in
Salamis (Herod, viii. 65) just as Pan had been at
Marathon ; but his feast was chiefly national rather
than religious : ten cuts. 3. Wackernagel; philo-
logical notes on the Teos inscription, Ath. Mitth. xvi.
291 : 4. Dragoumes ; of Leschai in general, and of
the Lesche of which Dorpfeld has recently found the
boundary stelae. 5. Mommsen; publishes a frag-
mentary inscription found at Gytheion, which proves
to be the preamble of the Edict of Diocletian.
6. Dorpfeld ; publishes his well-known views as to
the earlier Parthenon ; Penrose (J.H.S. 1891, p. 275)
reverts to his former views that on the great sub-
structure of the Parthenon a smaller temple originally
stood, to which are to be assigned the portions of
Doric architecture of the northern wall of the
acropolis. D.'s object is to show (i.) that in view of
the new finds this theory is untenable, and (ii.) what
was the aspect of the earlier Parthenon and when it
was built: two plates, cuts. 7. Wilhelm ; notes on
some Greek inscriptions. 8. Ziehen ; on the position
of the shrine of Asklepios at Trikka. 9. Tsakurog-
lous ; three inscriptions from Maeonia. 10. Wolters ;
two inscriptions from Perinthos.

C. S.

Bulletin de Correspondence HelUnique. January—
March 1892. Athens and Paris.

1. Cousin ; publishes a series of inscriptions found
in 1884—9 by successive members of the French
School at the foot of a large wall at Oenoanda; they
form parts of three long letters written by a certain
philosopher Diogenes to his friend Autipatros, to his
mother, and to 'young people,' commencing 3> vloi.
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Diogenes is not otherwise kuown ; M. Cousin
suggests that there may have been, under the Empire,
a school of philosophy at Rhodes and that, Diogenes
having taught there, his fellow-citizens had inscribed
on a stoa ^ which itself may have been due to the
generosity of his family) a riaumi of his doctrine.
2. Neroutsos ; two inscriptions of Alexandria, one
Christian. 3. Heuzey ; publishes a terra-cotta statu-
ette now in the Louvre, which the architect Auguste
Titeux had procured in Athens ; it represents a
veiled dancing girl and was. probably found at
Athens ; compares the type on the Acropolis relief of
Pan, and the dances of the Hours, Nymphs, and
Cecropidae ; its frequency may be connected with
certain Athenian dances described by Philostratus
(Apoll. iv. 21, 73—74): from the calendar-reliefs it
seems these dances took plaee at the commencement
of winter, by a symbolism analogous to that of the
Veiled Demeter : plate. 4. Giannopoulos; two
Byzantine inscriptions from Drama. 5. Joubin and
Wilhelm ; fifty inscriptions from Chalcis and the
neighbourhood ; no. i. is an honorary decree of the

_ 2nd cent. B.C. by a guild of Dionysiac artists, dedica-
' ting a statue by one Zo(ilos), a sculptor otherwise

unknown: no. vi. is an interesting honorary decree
by the Koivhv TUP Eu/Soieoic: no. vii. a decree by
P. Ampelius, the Proconsul; no. xx. shows the use
of the sign of apostrophe in the uncials.1 6. Kam-
banis ; the draining of Lake Copais by the ancients ;
sufficient traces still exist to admit of the complete
restoration of the complicated and ingenious scheme
anciently projected : it effected the complete sanita-
tion of this part of Boeotia ; plan and two cuts. 7.
Legrand; eighteen inscriptions of Astypalaea and
Anaphe (see Bulletin xv. p. 629): no. xxxv. is a
decree of the Koivbv of the Cretans, giving a<rv\ia to
the Anaphiotes ; at this date (last part of 3rd cent.
B.C.) ' the Cretan pirates were desolating the Archi-
pelago, and asylia must have been a most desirable
privilege.' 8. Doublet; publishes a relief (a funeral
banquet, pi. vi.) votive to Aesculapius, and twenty-
three inscriptions, all from Delos; these give new
instances of the artists' names Hephaistion and

Polianthes, and an artist Glaukos rou. 9.
Toepffer; fresh remarks on the Koan inscription
(Ath. Mitth. xvi. p. 411). 10. Legrand; publishes
a marble Hermes found at Troezen which has close
analogies to the Doryphoros : the tree trunk is
replaced by a rani: two plates. 11. Kontoleon : seven
inscriptions of Epirus.

0. S.
The same. April—August, 1892.
1. Lechat; the first of a series of articles on the

archaic statues at Athens : groups under four heads
certain statues which appear to be related, and
analyzes their respective styles. 2. Berard ; pub-
lishes 88 sepulchral inscriptions of Olympos,
including those already given in C.I.G. etc., and
gives an index of the proper names therein. 3.
Pottier; publishes cuts of the Louvre painted sarco-
phagus from Clazomenae, and discusses the whole
class ; thinks they prove that the Caere hydriae were
products of the Ionian art of Asia Minor; gives a
revised list of the Caere hydriae, publishing cuts of
one in the Louvre, and tracing evidence of the
Oriental sources of this ' Ionian' ar t : nine cuts.
4. Homolle : publishes a series of inscriptions found
in the island of Amorgos, relating to contracts of
loans and leaseholds, with interesting details
concerning agriculture etc. 5. Joubin; publishes

1 The authors assign this inscription to the ' 3rd or
4th century B.C. ' : but if the forms of the letters as
here given are reliable, this must be a misprint.

two Cretan funeral urns of Mycenae style, one in the
form of a sarcophagus, the other the lid of a similar
sarcophagus ; they contained bones which showed no
trace of incineration, and are too small to hold a
corpse: two cuts. 6. Fougeres ; an inscription of
Salamis forming part of a list of athletic prizes. 7.
Latyschew; notes on some recently found metrical
inscriptions (Bulletin xiii. p. 404, 2 1 ; xv. p. 599,
31 ; ibid. p. 61 A, 44 ; p. 631, 3 ; p. 634, 8). 8.
Diamantaras; eight inscriptions from different sites
in Lyeia. 9. Heuzey; a prototype of the bulls of
Tiryns and Amyclae; publishes a fragmentary
plaque with reliefs similar to those described C.R.
1890, p. 322 ; discusses the combats with bulls and
compares analogous motives in Mycenaean a r t :
double plate. 10. Lucovich; three inscriptions of
Kios in Bithynia. 11. Fustel de Coulanges ; four
inscriptions of Chios, copied in 1854. 12. Homolle;
publishes the two marble reliefs belonging to the
Due de Louie at Lisbon, thought by Wolters and
others to be false ; and gives several good reasons for
considering them authentic neo-Attic originals : four
cuts, two plates. 13. Corrections and additions to
the articles on archaic statues of Athens, ante p. 177,
etc. ' C. S.

Revue Numismatique. Troisieme trimestre, 1892.
De Vogue. ' Note sur quelques monnaies des

rois d'Edesse.'—Svoronos, 'Monnaie inedite de la
Cyrenaique au type d'Eros.'—Babelon, ' Les mon-
naies des satrapes dans l'empire des Perses ache-
menides' (part 1).—Reviews of Wroth's Coins of
Mysia and Evans's Horsemen of Tarentum nn&Syra-
cusan Medallums.

Revue Numismatique. Quatrieme trimestre,
1892.

Contains the concluding part of Babelon's inter-
esting and useful article ' Les monnaies des satrapes,'
and a review of the concluding volume (viii.) of
Cohen's work on Roman Imperial Coins.

Numismatic Chronicle. Part II. 1892.
F. B. Baker, 'Some coin-types of Asia Minor.'

Magnesia ad Maeandrum. Coin of Gordian III .
with the type of a man uprooting a tree. The
writer revives a forgotten explanation of Cavedoni's
explaining the type as a representation of a devotee
of Apollo in the act of tearing up one of the trees
of the Magnesian Hylae, as described by Pausanias
x. 32 (cp. Frazer, Golden Bough, i. p. 87). Mylasa.
Bronze Imperial coin with the head of Hecatomnus,
King of Caria, or rather perhaps of Zeus or Zenopo-
seidon. Cyzicus. Electrum stater with man-headed
bull (Greenwell's Cyzicus, pi. ii. 29). The bull is
not a river-godbut Dionysos :—£v5e Kuffo<j> Kal ravp6-
Hoprpos 'ISpvrai, Athenaeus, xi. eh. 51.—Reviews.
Notice of Babelon's 'Aradus ' by B. V. Head.
—Miscellanea. Find of Roman coins, chiefly of
Arcadius and Honorius, at Cologne in 1886.

Numismatic Chronicle. Part I II . 1892.
Hermann Weber, ' On some unpublished or rare

Greek coins.' Interesting coins in fine condition,
from Dr. Weber's own collection. The following
may here be noticed. Himera. Tetradrachm with
representations of the Nymph • Himera, and Pelops
in a chariot. Date, eirc. B. C. 472. Didrachm with
rev. Himera sacrificing and the inscription £ O T H P.
JHuboea. Didrachm of unusual weight (Aeginetic).
Elis; Crete. Several rare coins. Delos. Archaic
didrachms with type, lyre, and the letter A . Dr.
Weber suggests that these coins belong to Delos, an
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island to which no archaic coinage has, with cer-
tainty, been attributed. Assiis. A unique coin
with obv. head of Athena; rev. lion's head and
the (blundered?) inscription A 2 S 0 0 N . The
coin appears, to judge from Dr. Weber's photograph,
to have been struck somewhat before 400 B.C.
Smyrna and Tenos. Alliance. Ococlia and Bruzus,
(Phrygia). Alliance : obv. head and titles of
Commodus; rev. O K O K A i e H N BP[OYZ]
HNflN OMONOIA. Zeus, holding eagle, and
Kybele, holding ears of corn, standing facing one an-

other ; between them, an altar. (Bronze.) On
Ococlia, see Ramsay's Hist. Oeog. of Asia Minor, pp.
57, 136.—Review of Ridgeway's Origin of Metallic
Currency, by B. V. Head. Notice of Revue numis-
matique, part ii. 1892, by Head, who suggests
that the satrapal coin attributed by Babelon to
Abrocomas should be read Abdsasan. This is on the
evidence of a recently acquired coin in the British
Museum. ' Forgeries of Roman large Brass Coins,'
by H. A. Grueber. Describes forgeries of Tranquil-
lina, Didia Clara, etc., lately made in Italy.

W. WROTH.

OBITUARY.

PROFESSOR HORT, D.D., LL.D., D.C.L.

ON NOV. 30, 1892 passed away almost
without notice in the daily papers and even
in weekly journals, such as the Academy and
At/ienaeum, which are addressed to a more
educated circle, one who will be long re-
membered in Cambridge as the very embodi-
ment of her ideal of the Christian scholar.
From a boy he had been remarkable for an
eager thirst after knowledge of every kind,
which was witnessed to in his Rugby days by
the four first classes in which his name
appeared Christmas after Christmas to the
awed amazement of Ms school-fellows, and
subsequently by the honours gained in four
schools at Cambridge.

The basis of his character was a persis-
tent enthusiasm. He threw his whole
heart into everything that he did. As
he was intensely alive to impressions re-
ceived through the senses, which made him
an excellent botanical observer, so he was
intensely alive to the impressions received
through books, which made study to him a
continual delight, and enabled him without
weariness to get through an amount of what
others might have thought drudgery, which
is simply astounding to those who have seen
the proofs of it in his library. With Hort
enthusiasm was not merely receptive and
emotional : it was combined with extra-
ordinary activity of the imaginative and
reasoning powers, and controlled by a
no less active exercise of the critical
faculty, which compelled him to test
every statement by the strictest canons of
evidence and continually to compare his own
work with the highest conceivable standard
of excellence. It was this constant reference
to a scarcely attainable standard which made
him so scrupulously fastidious in his work,

and so modest in regard to his own achieve-
ments, while at the same time it so
unfortunately limited the output of his
labours during his own lifetime. The
' intellectual conscientiousness,' which Prof.
Grote noted as the distinguishing feature
in his friend Leslie Ellis, showed itself
not less strongly in Hort in 'the feeling
of dissatisfaction at anything being con-
fusedly put, or not thoroughly worked
out.' Et had too the faith which Grote re-
garded as the mark of the true philosopher,
' non des'peravit de veritate : he believed in
truth enough to be willing to labour for it
and to forego any substitutes for it.' In
his quest after truth he paid no regard to
preconceived opinions, or to the popularity
or otherwise of the results of inquiry,
believing that in theology, as in other
departments of thought, the truth could
only be ascertained by following humbly
the guidance of facts.

This single-minded devotion to truth and
indifference to outside opinion had its
natural results. To the world in general
he was unknown; to the great majority
even of scholars and divines he was known
only by report as the author of two
extremely abstruse volumes; but it has
been truly said that ' by all who have
studied the problems of the New Testa-
ment and of early Christian literature,
it will be felt that in the death of
Dr. Hort the world of letters has lost
the Christian scholar that could least be
spared, the voice that, wherever it made
itself heard, all were compelled to give
attention to.' What he was to his own
pupils may be judged from three most inter-
esting notices which appeared almost im-


